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INTERNATIONAL ROUNDS RESULTS

LAWASIA CHAMPION TEAM

The LAWASIA Trophy symbolizes the support of the LAWASIA in his efforts to promote mooting
among law students in the region. LAWASIA observes that mooting has emerged as a critical
component of legal education as it provides the skills training element for the fundamental skills
necessary for a prospective lawyer. The LAWASIA Champion Team is the team which emerges as the
winner in the Finals of the Oral Rounds of the LAWASIA Moot Competition.

Champion goes to: The Chinese University of Hong Kong

Represented by:

Angela Tsui 
John Li Qing 
Alice Leung Nga Shan

1st Runner Up goes to: Singapore Management University

Represented by:

Nicholas Liu Sheng
Gladys Tan Lin Yin
Evangeline Oh Jia Ling

LAWASIA TROPHY FOR TEAM WITH BEST MEMORIAL

The LAWASIA Trophy symbolizes the support of the LAWASIA in his efforts to promote mooting
among law students in the region. LAWASIA observes that mooting has emerged as a critical
component of legal education as it provides the skills training element for the fundamental skills
necessary for a prospective lawyer. The LAWASIA Trophy for team with Best Memorial is awarded to
the team which achieves the highest total scores from the judges for the team’s Memorials.

The trophy goes to: The Chinese University of Hong Kong and Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia

Represented by:

Angela Tsui 
John Li Qing 
Alice Leung Nga Shan

And

Surendra Ananth A/L Anandaraju
Choo Yuen Phing
Lam Kian Yip

MAH WENG KWAI TROPHY FOR BEST MOOTER

The Best Mooter Trophy is named after Mr Mah Weng Kwai, a past President of LAWASIA in
recognition of his commitment to mooting and raising the standards of the LAWASIA International
Moot competition to what you have witnessed at this Conference.

The ability to articulate one’s thoughts and arguments condensing disparate, conflicting legal authorities
into succinct and persuasive arguments in a professional, gracious, persuasive, and congenial demeanor
is a very important quality of lawyer.

The Best Mooter Trophy is awarded to the mooter who best demonstrates the above qualities. In arriving
at its decision, the Committee not only took the scores of the individual mooters into account but also
the views and comments made by the Moot Judges.

The trophy goes to: Wendy Chan from Loyola Law School, Los Angeles

LAWASIA BEST ENDEAVOUR PRIZE

This competition is not about winning but about winners because as Sir Winston Churchill said “Success
is never final, failure is never fatal. It is the courage that counts”.

In the last five days, we saw courage in the face of adversity, honour in defeat and faith in despair.
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In the last five days, we saw courage in the face of adversity, honour in defeat and faith in despair.
Despite their inexperience and limited usage of the language, they demonstrated courage, determination
and dignity against the odds.

The LAWASIA Best Endeavour Prize is awarded to the team that overcame challenges, difficulties and
obstacles to compete in this competition.

The trophy goes to: Tsinghua University, China

Represented by:

Ye Jianjian
Jeremy Tai
Jiangzhou Lan

SPIRIT OF LAWASIA TEAM AWARD

We meet to uphold the time honored values and principles of humanity and celebrate the sharing of
knowledge and ideas, and of learning whilst embracing the diversities of the world we live in, believing
that man’s greatest moment is a moment and time of warm embrace and acceptance for his fellow
human being.

A new generation of men and women sworn to uphold the cause of justice with character, faith, integrity
and fortitude is the best hope we have. So we hope without being naïve that the world we live in will
change as we choose to embrace change itself.

The Spirit of LAWASIA is awarded to the team that best reflects the ideals, values, virtues of fair play,
camaraderie, magnanimity and generosity in a competition environment.

The trophy goes to: Ho Chi Minh City University of Law

Represented by:

Nguyen Duc Nguyen Vy
Dang Cuu Ngoc Huyen
Nguyen Minh Nhu Ngoc
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